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2020202011113333    PINOT NOIR, STA. RITA HILLSPINOT NOIR, STA. RITA HILLSPINOT NOIR, STA. RITA HILLSPINOT NOIR, STA. RITA HILLS    
 

        

    
100% Pinot Noir100% Pinot Noir100% Pinot Noir100% Pinot Noir        
    
VINEYARDVINEYARDVINEYARDVINEYARDSSSS    
John Sebastiano - 43% 
La Encantada - 25% 
Fiddlestix - 10% 
Radian - 10% 
Bentrock - 8% 
Duvarita -4% 
 
CLONESCLONESCLONESCLONES    
4, 113, 114, 115, 667, 828, 777  
    
YIELDSYIELDSYIELDSYIELDS    
1.47 to 3.2 TPA 
    
HARVEST DATESHARVEST DATESHARVEST DATESHARVEST DATES    
September 5th to 24th

 
 

    
APPELLATIONAPPELLATIONAPPELLATIONAPPELLATION    
Sta. Rita Hills 
 
FERMENTATIONFERMENTATIONFERMENTATIONFERMENTATION    
95% destemmed, 5% whole cluster 
4 to 7 day cold soak  
Native and commercial yeasts 
    
COOPERAGECOOPERAGECOOPERAGECOOPERAGE    
100% French Oak, 8% new 
    
AGINGAGINGAGINGAGING    
16 months on the lees 
    
BOTTLEDBOTTLEDBOTTLEDBOTTLED    
December 17, 2014 (unfiltered) 
    
ALCOHOL:  ALCOHOL:  ALCOHOL:  ALCOHOL:  14.5% 
    
CASES PRODUCED: CASES PRODUCED: CASES PRODUCED: CASES PRODUCED: 925 
    
SUGGESTED RETAIL: SUGGESTED RETAIL: SUGGESTED RETAIL: SUGGESTED RETAIL: $45 
 

PHILOSOPHYPHILOSOPHYPHILOSOPHYPHILOSOPHY 
We strive to create Pinot Noirs of textural purity, complexity and 
balance.  Complexity and balance are achieved by meticulous 
attention to detail in the vineyard, where each block is managed 
for appropriate canopy and proper yields.  Textural purity can only 
result where the delicate and ethereal pinot noir is very gently 
handed in the cellar, and manipulation severely limited. Therefore 
we age our wines on their lees, without racking, with little 
movement and constant topping.  Moreover, each wine is bottled 
only after sufficient time in barrel to permit ideal evolution. This 
appellation blend is crafted of wines from several distinctive blocks 
and vineyard sites, each selected for its ability to add unique but 
complimentary characteristics to the final blend.  
    
THE VINEYARDSTHE VINEYARDSTHE VINEYARDSTHE VINEYARDS    
John Sebastiano lies on steep, windswept slopes, and our several 
distinct blocks (Clones 4 and 828) yield intense, fruit dominated 
wines. Organically farmed, La Encantada gives intense, textbook 
Sta. Rita Hills black cherry fruits and structure. Fiddlestix 
vineyard provides red fruited elegance and spices. Radian’s highly 
diatomaceous earth soils yield concentrated wines with great 
minerality and complexity.  Bentrock, near radian, gives energetic, 
concentrated wines, but in an elegant, balanced style.  Duvarita, 
on almost pure sand, grows tiny berries giving elegant, high-register 
red fruited wines with fresh herb notes. 
    
THE VINTAGETHE VINTAGETHE VINTAGETHE VINTAGE    
2013 was an excellent vintage in Santa Barbara County.  The season 
was defined by historically low rainfall, early budbreak, and 
sustained periods of warm to hot weather.  Despite the heat, we 
avoided the 100 degree plus spikes that can cause extreme plant 
stress.  Vines were active throughout the season, and the grapes had  
solid physiological ripeness (sugars and phenolics). Acid levels were 
moderate, as cool to cold nights and mornings allowed the vines to 
suspend activity. Consistent warmth in August and September 
resulted in an early harvest, which was completed quickly in cool, 
dry, early morning picks.   
    
WINEMAKINGWINEMAKINGWINEMAKINGWINEMAKING    
We schedule all picks for early morning (or night) harvest, and we 
personally hand sort clusters in the field. We process the fruit 
within hours; some is fully destemmed without crushing, some is 
fermented with a percentage of whole clusters.  We cold soak the 
grapes for 4 to 7 days before permitting fermentation to commence 
with native yeasts (sometimes assisted with commercial yeasts) and 
temperature control. At dryness, free run juice is drained directly 
to barrel and the remaining berries gently pressed separately. The 
wines are aged on their lees, without racking.  Painstaking blending 
emphasizes complexity and balance. Bottled unfiltered.  
 
PROPRIETORS/WINEMAKERSPROPRIETORS/WINEMAKERSPROPRIETORS/WINEMAKERSPROPRIETORS/WINEMAKERS    
John Dragonette, Steve Dragonette, & Brandon Sparks-Gillis 


